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The dependence of the peptide NK-flH coupling constant on the rotational 

&ate of the N-C@ bond (dihedral 8 angle or torsion B angle 1) , see insert 

on Fig. I) is of fundamental importance for conformational studiee of natural- 

ly occuring and synthetic peptides. Earlier*) , such a dependence in the form 

of a Karplus-like curve3) had been derived from experimental NMR data. Sub- 

sequently it appeared that choice of the model compound8 for plotting this 

dependence has an important bearing on the numerical parameters of the 'JKHa 

curve, especially for the 6~ O" (I- 60°) region. In particular, if one 

takes compounds with trens-amide bonds the NH-C% coupling constant for 0 = O" 

turns out to be 8.0 - 9.4 Hz4', whereas with tie-amide bonds the same angle 

corresponds to a value of 6.4 Hz 5) or even 5.6 - 6.0 Kz 6) . 

In order to provide a theoretical baeis for the shape of the angular de- 

pendence of the 3 JKKCH constant and to find an explanation for the discrepan- 

cy between the 3JNHcH (0) curves empirically established for the different 

sets of compounds, we have made a theoretical caclulation of the vicinal NK-CH 

coupling in amides. 

Method of Calculation. Calculation of the 3JNHm coupling constant WBB 

baaed on the finite perturbation theory of nuclear spin coupling 7) with the 

use of unrestricted Hartree-Fock molecular orbital wavefunctions in the INDO 

approximation. The Fermi contact term eerved a8 the perturbation. mo para- 
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netere for R-methylfomamide (X?KP) were those determined by X-ray 8nalyeis 8)r 

bond lengtha (in i) R-C 1.44, W-R 1.36, C=O 1.22, W-H 1.11, C-H 1.10 and 

N-H 1.02; valenoe angle8 HC'O 122', OWN 125*, C'NC 117., C'NH 117.. NCH lOgo 

andHCH109°. For R-formylaminoaoetaldehyde (RFA) Ot=C*H-RH-C?H2-WHP, eon- 

sidered as model of the R-od,C(=O) fragment of the aminoacid residue, struo- 

tural parameters were taken a8 for peptides '*"), bond length8 (in ;t) C'tO 

1.24, W-H, C"-H 1.11, C'-N 1.32, R-ce' 1.47, N-H 1.02, Cd-H I.09 and Cd-C" 

1.52; valenoe angle8 HO'0 122*, O'C'N 122.9*, C'Hfl 123.4., HRC" 115.4., E&H 

124.1°, HC%" 111.8* , HC% 107.2. 8nd C%O" 124.. !The a- and tran8-ieomera 

differed by a 180. rotation about the amide bond aaeumed to be planar. In 

calculating the3JRH, dependence the # and? angles were taken in 30' in- 

tervals within the limit8 of -180. to 180.. 
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Reeulta and Diacuseion. The calou- 

lated 3 Jmca OOnstants have a positive 

sign over almost the entire r8qe of # 

values, which is a general rule for vici- 

nal proton coupling. The small 'JRHm va- 

lues for 6 angle8 in the 60. to 90' re- 

gion (Fig. I, curve6 j_ and 2) indicate 

that in the NH-OH peptide fragment (by 

analogy with the theoretical calculation 

for the 3J cBcH coupling of the propene 

=cH-cx3 fragment") ) the Selectron or- 

bital of the amide nitrogen participate8 

in the tranemieslon of the epin-apin 

coupling. 

The general 8hape of the theoretical 

3, NHa angular dependence (F&l, curve8 1 

x&F:?: ~~~;~n”~h,,, 
and 2) is that of a Xarplus-like curve, con. 

firming the basic assumption underlying the 
rotational state8 about the N-C* 

bond for the tran8-ieomer (1) and 
empirical derivation of thie dependence 3-6) 

cle-ieomer (2) of N-formylaminoace- It ia to be particularly noted that 

taldehyde at 3c-180°. Q)+piricd the 'JNROR values calculated for the en- 

dependence for peptidee4). 
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Fig. 2. !Cheoretioal 

dependence of the 'Jhga 

oouplingconBtanton 

the tor@ion)Irangle 1) 

for trane-IiFA at 

$=600. 

-Ml* -12d -60° 0" 60" f20' Y 

tire range of # auglee are smaller for the a- than for the trane+leomere 

of both NMF and NEA (the curves for these compounda are quite eimilar). Thle 

is evidently the reason for the above mentioned discrepancy between the ete- 

reochenical 'JhHa relation for peptidee with trans-amide ') bonds and for the 

set of compounde which contained alao 516). oie-amides Since the data used 

for plotting the latter 596) in the region of #-60° (6~0~) were baaed main- 

amides it was in just this region that the low 3JgHclI values 

(In comparison with the peptide 'JhHa curve')) ) were moat clearly manifested. 

!Che validity of the above ie aleo supported by the fact that the observed 

3JmicH constant ie lower for ois-NMF (4.45_+0.05 Hz, pure liquid) than for 
trana-NMF (4.0 H%12)). Theoretical oalculatlone taking acoount of the relative 

potential energies of the NH-CH3 rotational etates 13) give 4.7 and 5.1 Hs, 

respectively. 

Comparison of the theoretical curve with the experimental curve obtained 

for peptidea4) (Fig. 1, curve 2) show8 that the former differentiates the 

ma%imum3JhhcB valuee at 8 = O* (I = 60°) and 0 = 180° (# = -120°) more die- 

tinct1y. For the over-all 'JhhC+ constant of the glycyl residue the theo- 

retical curve is similar to the relation obtained experimentally '),deviationa 

oocuring only for the minima at # t _+lSO* and 0". 

!&e present &ate of theory of the 00up1ing con&ant doe8 not permit O- 

to expect precise agreement between the theoretical calculationa and eaperi- 

ment. However, it does allow a qualitative aeeeaament of the effecte the va- 



rious structural parameters of the molecules can have on the NH-CH coupling. 

The theoretical calculation has also revealed that the ?-C(=O) torsion 

angle is an additional conformational factor affecting the 'JNHcH value 

(Fig1 2). At the same time the variation of the *angle alters the 3JNH% 

constant much less (by not more than +I%, I.e., by a maximum of ,+ 1 Hz) than 

does variation of the fl angle, so that this factor can by no means reduce 

the usefulness of the 3JNHa (8) curve in conformational studies of peptides. 

The angular effect must be taken into account when further refinment of the 

experimental g-dependence of the 3JNH% constant is attempted. The empirical 

3, NHcR relation without account for the effect of the p angle or for possible 

deviation from planarity of the amide bond '14) should be presented in the form 

of permissible ranges as a function of fi (or 0) angle (Fig. 1, curve 2). 
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